We investigate the problem of online routing and wavelength assignment and the related throughput maximization problem in wavelength division multiplexing optical networks. It is pointed out that these problems are highly inapproximable. We evaluate the average-case performance of several online algorithms, which have no knowledge offuture arriving connection requests when processing the current connection request. Our experimental results on a wide range of optical networks demonstrate that the averagecase performance ofthese algorithms are very close to optimal.
Introduction
Given wavelengths A1, A2, A3, ..., and a sequence of connection requests or = (rl, r2,...rm) in a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network, where each connection request rj is a source-destination pair rj = (sj, dj), 1 < < m, the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem is to establish a lightpath pj for each connection request rj and assign a wavelength Aij to each lightpath pj, where 1 < i' < k, such that no two lightpaths which share a common link are assigned the same wavelength and that the number k of wavelengths used is minimized. We also consider a related optimization problem of RWA, namely, the throughput maximization (TM) problem, in which we are given a fixed number k of wavelengths A1, A2, ..., Ak, and a sequence or of connection requests. The goal is to satisfy as many connection requests as possible by using the k wavelengths.
Both the RWA and the TM problems contain two subproblems, namely, routing (finding a lightpath for each connection request) and coloring (assigning a wavelength to 1-4244- each lightpath). Each subproblem alone makes the RWA and TM problems NP-hard. When a lightpath is given for each connection request, the RWA problem becomes the wavelength assignment (WA) problem. It has been proven that the WA problem and the well known NP-hard graph coloring problem can be reduced to each other [12] . Hence, the WA problem has high inapproximability; in particular, if NP#tZPP, for any constant d > 0, no polynomial time WA algorithm can achieve approximation ratio ni12-6 or ml-6 for m lightpaths in an n-node WDM network [23] . When there is only one wavelength, the TM problem is precisely the classical maximum disjoint paths (MDP) problem, that is, finding as many edge-disjoint paths as possible for a sequence or of source-destination pairs. The MDP problem is also highly inapproximable; in particular, if P:tNP, for any constant d > 0, no polynomial time MDP algorithm can achieve approximation ratio m112-6 for a WDM network with m edges [14] .
The RWA and TM problems have been extensively studied by many researchers in the last ten years. Various heuristic methods have been proposed, such as genetic algorithms [9] , graph-theoretic modeling [11] , partition coloring [22] , integer linear program [5, 27] . A recent survey of various algorithms for the RWA problem can be found in [13] . The reader is also referred to [28] for information on WDM optical networks.
In this paper, we consider online routing and wavelength assignment in WDM optical networks, where connection requests arrive in the order of or, one at a time. Upon the arrival of a connection request rj, a lightpath pj is established and its wavelength is assigned immediately without knowing the remaining connection requests rj+l,rj+2,...,rT, but only the past connection requests r1, r2, ..., r_-. Online RWA and TM algorithms are very useful in real applications, since connection requests typically do not arrive at the same time, and those arriving earlier should be processed before the entire sequence of requests is available.
It is not surprising that the online RWA and TM problems are highly inapproximable, since the offline RWA and TM problems already contain highly inapproximable graph coloring and disjoint paths problems as subproblems or special cases. Nevertheless, it is still possible that there exist effective approximation algorithms with excellent average-case performance. The main contribution of the paper is to develop several online RWA and TM algorithms and demonstrate by experimentation that the average-case competitive ratios of these algorithms are very close to optimal. It should be noticed that while existing work only compare heuristic algorithms with themselves, we are able to compare the performance of our algorithms with optimal solutions (actually, lower bounds for the optimal solutions).
2 Inapproximability of Online RWA and TM Problems
Let ALG(cr) denote the solution produced by algorithm ALG and OPT(cr) the optimal solution for an instance or. For example, in the RWA problem, ALG(cr) denotes the number of wavelengths needed by algorithm ALG to establish lightpaths for the connection requests in or, and OPT(cr) denotes the minimum number of wavelengths needed to support the connection requests in or. In the TM problem, ALG( (7) denotes the number of lightpaths established by algorithm ALG for the connection requests in or by using the given number of wavelengths, and OPT(cr) denotes the maximum number of lightpaths that can be established for the connection requests in or. The competitive ratio of an online algorithm ALG is defined as sup ALP() ), for a minimization problem; and sup OALG() for a maximization problem.
Algorithm ALG is said to be a-competitive, if for all or, ALG(c7)< a OPT(u7), for a minimization problem; and ALG(n) > --OPT(nr), for a maximization problem.
For a randomized algorithm, ALG(cr) is replaced by E(ALG(ur)), where E(.) denotes the expectation of a random variable [10] .
The RWA problem is also called path coloring (PC) problem. Online path coloring has been studied extensively in the literature. It was shown that there is a 3-competitive algorithm (called Recursive Greedy) for path coloring on linear array networks and no deterministic online algorithm is better than 3-competitive [19] . For any n-node tree network, it was shown that both the Classifyand-Greedy-Color algorithm [8] and the First-Fit-Coloring [18] algorithm are 2 log n-competitive. It was also proven in [8] that any deterministic algorithm has competitive ratio at least Q ( logl ') even for complete binary tree networks. Bartal and Leonardi also constructed the optimal O(log n)-competitive algorithm for path coloring on n x n mesh networks. On brick wall graphs, it was shown that any randomized algorithm is at best n1 l0g4 3-competitive [7] , wherel 1og43 = 0.2075187....
The lower bound for brick wall graphs implies that no deterministic or randomized online routing and wavelength assignment algorithm has reasonable competitiveness, especially for large networks. The above discussion gives rise to the following inapproximability theorem for the routing and wavelength assignment problem on arbitrary networks.
Inapproximability Theorem 1. For n-node WDM optical networks, there is no deterministic or randomized online routing and wavelength assignment algorithm that has a competitive ratio less than n02075.
When there is only one wavelength, the TM problem becomes the MDP problem. It is a simple observation that any deterministic online algorithm for the MDP problem has competitive ratio at least n -1 even on an n-node linear array network [2] . Therefore, investigation has been focused on randomized algorithms. Lower bounds for randomized algorithms for the MDP problem on linear array networks were established in [3] . For tree networks with diameter D, several O(log D)-competitive algorithms have been developed [3, 4, 21] . The lower bound Q(log n) and the optimal O(log n) upper bound for randomized algorithms on n x n mesh networks are found in [4] and [20] respectively. The randomized lower bound of n0.2075 for brick wall graphs is due to [7] .
The lower bound for brick wall graphs implies the following inapproximability theorem for the throughput maximization problem on arbitrary networks. Inapproximability Theorem 2. For n-node WDM optical networks, there is no deterministic or randomized online throughput maximization algorithm that has a competitive ratio less than n02075.
Lower Bounds
The solutions produced by an approximation algorithm should be compared with optimal solutions. Unfortunately, it is infeasible to obtain optimal routing and wavelength assignment in reasonable amount of time even for moderate sized networks. In this section, we derive lower bounds for the minimum number of wavelengths required.
A cutset C of a connected graph (WDM network) is a set of W(C) edges (optical links) C = {fl, 12, ***, iw(c)} whose removal results in disconnection ofthe network [ 17] , i.e., a partition of the network into two subnetworks with n(C) and n2 n(C) nodes respectively. For a sequence (7 = 
we obtain
OPT(cr) > (C)
The above lower bound is strengthened to OPT(cr) > max( m (7 C) because C can be an arbitrary cutset. The minimum size W of a cutset that results in an even partition of a network into two subnetworks of sizes Ln/2i and Fn/21 is called the bisection width of the network. By considering a cutset C with W links, we get a special lower bound for OPT(07):
OPT(cr) > m(7, C) w The above discussion is summarized as the following theorem.
Lower Bound Theorem A. For any WDM network and a sequence (J ofconnection requests, we have OPT(cr) > max ( 6(o((C) (1) In particular, for a cutset C with W(C) equal to the network's bisection width W, we have OPT(or) > mT(o, C) w (Note: The above lower bound is validfor both online and offline RWA problems.)
Now we derive a lower bound for E(OPT(ur)), where or is a sequence of m random connection requests r1, r2, ..., rm. We consider two models of random connection requests. In the random drawing with replacement model, each connection request rj = (sj, dj) is a source-destination pair drawn from the set of n(n -1)/2 possible pairs randomly with a uniform distribution. For such a randomly chosen connection request rj = (sj, dj), the probability that sj and dj are in the two separate parts of the network is n(C) (n-n(C)) n(n -1)/2 Hence, for m independent random connection requests, the expected number of lightpaths passing through 11, 12, ..., lIW(C) is n (C)(n n(C)).m E(m(u,C)) = n(n 1)72
In the random drawing without replacement model, the sequence or contains m distinct connection requests r1, r2, ..., rm. Therefore, the number m(u, C) of connection requests rj = (sj, dj) with sj and dj in the two separate parts of the network is a hypergeometric random variable, i.e.,
Kn(n -1)/28
(V ml for all 0 < i < m [15] . The expectation of m(o, C) is
In both models, the maximum expected number of lightpaths passing through one of 11, 12, ..., lW(C) is at least
we have the following lower bound for E(OPT(cr)):
The above lower bound is strengthened to E(OPT(c)) > max ( C (n1-n *(C)) T()) because C can be an arbitrary cutset. By considering a cutset C with W(C) equal to the bisection width W, we get a special lower bound for E(OPT(cr)):
The above discussion is summarized as the following theorem. Lower Bound Theorem B. For any n-node WDM network and a sequence or of m random connection requests, we have
In particular, if the network has bisection width W, we have
(Note: The above lower bound is validfor both online and offline RWA problems.) Both Lower Bound Theorems A and B are applicable to the random drawing with/without replacement models.
Online Algorithms
While the known results on the worst-case performance of online PC and MDP problems are quite discouraging (i.e. the RWA and the TM problems have high inapproximability for arbitrary WDM networks), we take a different approach to attacking the online RWA and TM problems in this paper, that is, evaluating the average-case performance of (deterministic and randomized) online algorithms.
Let or denote a sequence of m random connection requests rl, r2, ..., rm. For such random input, both ALG(cr) and OPT(ur) become random variables. We also notice that ALG can be a randomized algorithm and a WDM network can be a random network. We define two average-case competitive ratios
where the expectations are taken over * all sequences of m random connection requests; * all random choices of algorithm ALG if it is a randomized algorithm;
* all samples of a random network.
The above three sources of randomness are independent of each other.
We will evaluate the average-case performance of several online algorithms for the RWA and the TM problems. All our algorithms visualize a WDM optical network 
Experimental Performance Evaluation
Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the average-case performance of the online algorithms presented in the last section for the RWA and the TM problems on a wide range of WDM optical networks.
The Methodology
In the experiments for the RWA problem, for each combination of (network, algorithm, m), we report a-, Q, and pl, whose meanings are explained as follows.
* The lower bound for OPT(cr) expressed in Eq.
( where C1 is the random cutset which cuts the unit square into upper and lower halves, and E(ALG(u)) lb (See Section 5.2 for random network generation.) * In addition to the number of wavelengths to be minimized, the average length pl of lightpaths should also be minimized, though this is a secondary optimization goal.
In the experiments for the TM problem, for each combination of (network, algorithm, m, k), we report B, which is (1 -the expected blocking rate), i.e., the expected percentage of connection requests that are satisfied by using k wavelengths.
Optical Networks
Eight WDM optical networks are considered in our experiments, namely, a mesh network, four real networks, and three types of random networks: * the 10 x 10 mesh network with r1 2 and C1, C2 shown in Figure 1 ; * a 24-node ARPANET-like regional network [29] C1, C2 shown in Figure 3; 2 and * the 20-node European Optical Network (EON) [25] with r = 6 and C1, ..., C6 shown in Figure 4 ;
* the 30-node UK Network [1] with r1 C1, ..., C6 shown in Figure 5 ; 6 and * 100-node random grid networks;
* 50-node random regular networks;
* 50-node random unit disk networks.
In Figures 1-5 , the cutsets are arranged in decreasing order of n (C)(n -n(Ci))
whose values are shown in the parentheses. The cutsets for random networks are described below. Although a number of models are available in random graph theory, e.g., models A, B, and C in [26] , none ofthem is appropriate to model computer networks. We believe that a random network model should incorporate link locality into consideration. In this research, we consider three types of random networks. A random grid network Nq = (V, E) is a subnetwork of the mesh network and is generated as follows. In a in x in grid network, the n nodes in V are identical to the nodes in a in x in mesh network. Each link of the mesh network appears in a random grid network with probability q and is independent of the existence of other links, where 0 < q < 1. Cutsets for random grid networks are the same as those for mesh networks.
A random regular network Nd = (V, E) is generated as with 0 < r < 1/2 [24] . Four cutsets are used for a random regular network and a random unit disk network (Figure 6 ), each cuts the unit square in a different way.
Experimental Results
All the sequences of random connection requests are generated by using the random drawing without replacement model. We believe that similar conclusions can be drawn by using the random drawing with replacement model.
We only consider connected random networks, that is, a random network is regenerated if it is disconnected. The parameters q, d, and r of the three types of random networks are determined such that q = 0.9 and d = nqr = 10. These parameter settings are to yield high connectedness of the random networks. To test the connectedness of the random networks with the above parameter settings, we generated 10,000 samples of each type of random networks. The numbers of connected samples of random grid networks, random regular networks, and random unit disk networks are 9213, 9,999, and 9,495, respectively.
Each experiment is repeated for 2000 times, and the 9900 confidence interval is shown for each table, which is obtained from the maximum confidence interval of all the experiments in a table. The 9900 confidence interval is less than ±2%, except Table 8 (a) for random unit disk networks.
It is noticed that the number of wavelengths used on random unit disk networks has large variance. It has been observed that the probability distribution of the number of wavelengths used on random unit disk networks has a long tail, and the number of wavelengths may exceed, say, 256! Our experimental data are displayed in Tables 1-8 for the eight WDM optical networks. Several observations are in order.
* All the four online algorithms exhibit excellent average-case performance on all the networks for the RWA problem, in the sense that for a wide range of m, both a-and Q are very small (less than 2, except on random unit disk networks). In particular, as m increases, both a-and Q decrease and approach 1. For the TM problem, high throughput can be achieved even for small k.
* The quality of r-and /3 depends on the quality of the lower bounds. We believe that the relatively large values of a-and Q for the random unit disk networks are due to our inability to find tighter lower bounds. Those data in Table 8 (a) obtained from loose lower bounds do not accurately reflect the average-case performance and certainly do not imply relatively poor performance of the four online algorithms on random unit disk networks.
* Though there is no dramatic difference among the performance ofthe four algorithms, Best-Fit is superior to all other algorithms in the sense that it yields smaller aand Q, produces shorter average path length, and generates higher throughput.
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Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the problem of online routing and wavelength assignment and the related throughput maximization problem in wavelength division multiplexing optical networks. It is very encouraging to find that even simple online RWA and TM algorithms can achieve excellent average-case competitive ratios. Our results also imply that the room for performance improvement by using offline algorithms is very limited.
